Notes

BATHROOM
Toilet
Inspect the toilet(s) carefully. Does the bowl seal properly?
Does the bowl trap open appropriately when depressing the
foot control or activating the electronic flush control?
Signs of leaks
Pay particular attention in the RV bathroom for signs of leaks
or damage. Does the floor feel mushy near the toilet? Any
signs of discoloration? Check carefully around the shower
fixture and vanity for leaks. Look inside the vanity for signs of
leaks.
Sink and vanity, caulk
Is the bathroom sink and vanity appropriately caulked and
sealed?
Sink faucet
Test the vanity faucet. Does the faucet work properly? Is
there appropriate water pressure?
Shower
Inspect the RV shower (tub if equipped) for any signs of
damage. Apply pressure to the floor of the shower to see if
there are any cracks in the enclosure. For showers with glass
(or glass-like) sliding doors, do the doors have a locking
mechanism for traveling?
Shower faucet
Test the shower faucet. Does the faucet work properly? Is
there appropriate water pressure?
Drains
Monitor the drains while using each faucet. Do the drains run
smoothly? Do any drains run slowly? Any smells from the
drains?
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Skylight
Many RV showers have a skylight which aside from offering
some natural light, allows additional headroom. These
skylights are often a source of water infiltration. Carefully
check the seal of the skylight for indication of leaks. Are there
any signs of damage or cracks?
Washer/Dryer
If equipped, check these connections. Inspect the water
connections. Inspect the dryer vent for proper seal and
operation. Remember, if equipped, this represents an
additional winterization step. If included, check the
washer/dryer for proper operation. Does the washer fill when
operated? Does the dryer get warm after one minute of
operation? Are the manuals included?
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